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COFFEE and CONVERSATION

10:30 AM 12:30 PM

PROGRAM

Take advantage of this extended time to network with colleagues and
explore our expanded marketplace of exhibitors who provide professional
services to philanthropy and nonprofits.

Welcome and Introductory Remarks:
 Debra A. Kahn, Executive Director, Delaware Valley Grantmakers
DVG’s New Strategic Plan Framework
• Susan Segal, Board Member, Delaware Valley Grantmakers and
Program Officer, Lincoln Financial Foundation
Introduction of Keynote Speaker
• Ronnie Bloom, Esq., President, Delaware Valley Grantmakers and
Director-Children, Youth & Families, William Penn Foundation
Keynote Speaker:
Robert Lewis, Jr., Vice President for Program, The Boston Foundation

•

Closing Comments
 Debra A. Kahn, Executive Director, Delaware Valley Grantmakers
12:30 PM –
2:00 PM

NETWORKING LUNCH

2:00 PM –
3:00 PM

WORKSHOP with Robert Lewis, Jr. - Bringing It All Home

NOTE: There will signs in the lunch area indicating RESERVED SEATING for
those who are registered for the afternoon workshop.

** Open to pre-registered workshop attendees only **
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Keynote Speaker Biography
ROBERT LEWIS, Jr.

Vice President for Program
The Boston Foundation
A seasoned civic, community and nonprofit leader, Robert
Lewis Jr. has served as Vice President for Program at the
Boston Foundation (www.tbf.org) since the fall of 2007. In

that role, Robert directs the distribution of some $16 million in
discretionary grants through a competitive process and
oversees more than 22 staff members who work
collaboratively to support nonprofit organizations and
programs that serve the people of Greater Boston. In 2009,
Robert oversaw the transformation of the Foundation’s
grantmaking program. The new grantmaking framework, called “Thriving People/Vibrant
Places,” seeks to have a profound impact on important areas of community life—including
dramatic improvements in education and health attainment; safe and vibrant neighborhoods;
robust arts and cultural opportunities; and a regional economy that enables everyone to thrive.
Robert also is the chief architect of StreetSafe Boston, a Boston Foundation initiative with the
mission of dramatically reducing gun violence in the city by working directly with known
offenders in the neighborhoods most affected by street-level violence. Another Boston
Foundation initiative created by Robert is CHAMPS Boston, which promotes youth development
through sports by training coaches, providing donated sports equipment and uniforms,
refurbishing fields and investing in youth sports programs throughout the city.
Preceding his work with the Boston Foundation, Robert served in Boston Mayor Thomas M.
Menino’s administration as Executive Director of the Boston Centers for Youth and Families, the
City’s largest youth and human service agency. Prior to that position, he was President and
Executive Director of the National Conference for Community and Justice, which runs
LeadBoston, one of the Boston’s premier executive leadership programs, and Senior Vice
President of City Year’s national operations and Executive Director of City Year Boston. While
with City Year, he worked to launch City Year South Africa, engaging former President Bill Clinton
and former South African President Nelson Mandela in the work.

Known as a bridge-builder between Boston’s diverse business, civic and public sectors, Robert
has deep experience with grassroots, community-based organizations throughout Greater
Boston, particularly as a former Director of Community Initiatives for the Boston Housing Authority,
the founder and first Director of the Streetworkers Program for the Boston Community Centers
under Mayor Ray Flynn, and Youth Program Manager with Inquilinos Boricuas en Acción (IBA).
In addition to his professional roles, Robert was instrumental in founding the South End Baseball
League more than 30 years ago, which now serves some 1,000 young people annually. He also
was a founding board member of Youth Design. Currently he serves as Board Chair of
Sportsmen’s Tennis Club and ABEKAM and is on the boards of Year Up, Boston; New England
Blacks in Philanthropy; Room To Grow; and Friends of the Children. He also serves as an advisor
to Wheelock College’s Upward Bound program.
Robert has been honored locally, regionally and nationally for his leadership in addressing urban
issues, including a South End Baseball League scoreboard named in his honor in 2001. In March
of 2011, a special fund was established by community, civic and business leaders at the Boston
Foundation to honor Robert’s leadership and commitment to building a socially just and
responsible community. He also is featured in two books: 10 Who Mentor: Inspiring Insights from
Creative Legends, by Denise Korn; and People Who Dare by Katherine Martin.
________________

Philly Improv Theater (PHIT) is a showcase for the city’s best improv, sketch, and standup comedy. In addition to our monthly run of popular and affordable BYOB shows at The
Shubin Theatre, PHIT has also produced dozens of shows for the Philly Fringe Festival
and taken its company players on the road throughout the United States. PHIT’s Training
Center introduces hundreds of everyday people to the world of comedy each year via our
extensive training in improv, sketch comedy, stand-up, and storytelling for students of all
ages in a relaxed community setting that creates everything from friendships to creative
partnerships - all while having fun, learning, and laughing a lot.

T o learn m ore or to purchase tick ets, please visit www.phill yim provtheater.com .
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Articles and
Reflections

Real Innovation in Social Change Lies in Reinvention
By Nell Edgington, President, Social Velocity | March 23, 2012
“Innovation” has become such a buzzword lately, particularly among people working on social change.
But let’s take a step back and talk about what the word could really mean. Innovation is more than just
new ideas. To me, it means taking a completely new approach to how we finance, structure, and prove
social change.
The nonprofit world has never lacked new ideas to address problems. In fact, you could argue that
nonprofits are innately entrepreneurial, being borne out of a recognized market failing and a new idea
to remedy it.
The need, then, is not more new ideas. Rather, true innovation lies in reinventing a field built on social
change.
Here are some ways that is starting to happen:
New support mechanisms. The avenues for sending money to social-change efforts are
increasing significantly. What started 10 years ago with venture philanthropy has now expanded
into nonprofit campaigns to raise growth capital, foundation loans and other investments in
organizations, social-impact bonds, and investments that seek both financial and social returns.
And that creates an opportunity for social-change efforts to be much more flexible and (we
hope) successful, because access to enough and the right kind of money can often make or
break a great idea.
A converging economy. We used to suffer from pretty strict delineations among the public
(government), private (business), and nonprofit sectors, but that is changing. True innovation is
happening where those lines blur—like businesses that make a profit solving social problems. Or
governments developing new mechanisms to finance and evaluate nonprofit efforts, such as the
Department of Justice’s Pay for Success program.
Proof of social change. Nonprofits used to be viewed as benevolent charities that received
donations to support their good work. That’s not enough anymore. Nonprofit donors and social
investors are increasingly demanding a social return on investment—proof that the organization
is making a difference—in exchange for their money. And nonprofits are now competing not
only with other nonprofits but also with for-profit social entrepreneurs. So nonprofits can no

longer focus on how many children they’ve read to, meals they’ve served, or animals they’ve
saved. They must track and prove how they have changed lives, changed systems, or changed
communities.
Although these innovations are encouraging, there is room for so much more. What if:
• The best and the brightest of Generation Y worked to remake existing organizations from the
inside out instead of just starting their own social-change groups?
• The social-capital market that’s emerging to provide financial vehicles for budding social
businesses also included support for social entrepreneurs in the nonprofit world?
• Venture-philanthropy funds (growth capital for nonprofits) shared investor prospects with
social-venture funds (growth capital for social businesses) and vice versa?
• All nonprofits interested in growth and with a proven model for success had access to enough
capital and management expertise to expand?
• A nonprofit that solves social problems received as many resources and as much respect and
attention as a business that solves a consumer need?
These things require sweeping, fundamental changes to the current structures of the nonprofit,
government, and private sectors. To me, that’s real innovation.
_______________________________________________________________________________
About the Author:
Nell Edgington is President of Social Velocity (www.socialvelocity.net), a management
consulting firm leading nonprofits to greater social impact and financial sustainability.
Social Velocity helps nonprofits grow their programs, bring more money in the door, and
use resources more effectively. For more information, check out Social Velocity
consulting services and clients.

PHILANTHROPY 2173
THE FUTURE OF GOOD BLOG
BY LUCY BERNHOLZ
Posted 8/30/12 | http://philanthropy.blogspot.com/

Trying to solve problems
One of the unfortunate realities for foundations is that they don't have enough money to do what they
want to do. I know, I know everyone on the fund seeking side of the table reads that sentence and
thinks "Oh, cry me a river," about poor foundations, but it's true, foundations don't have enough money
to go around.
One result of this, over time and across countless organizations, has been the evolution of the horrible
application process with which we are all familiar. From the outside looking in, foundations appear to be
making it as hard as possible to apply for funding. They all have their own forms. The language about
what they seek to accomplish is jargon-riddled and as opaque as possible. Some won't take unsolicited
proposals at all. Others require several steps of inquiry before agreeing to receive an application.
From the inside, well-meaning foundation leaders and staff try to make things easier. They streamline
the process (How about answering "8 questions for a shot
at $5 million"). They assess themselves on their
responsiveness to applicants and make real efforts to be
I think it’s time
more available, visible, and helpful.
Wouldn't it be better if the process were less adversarial? If
foundation application procedures were designed to help
them find the right projects and help applicants find the
funding they need (even if it's not going to be from that
foundation?) Or if applicants could get guidance and help
to improve their proposals?

for a "showcase
and workshop for
social solutions"

Atlantic Public Media hosts a site called Transom which offers a good example of what's possible.
Transom is a place where the folks at APM - ever on the lookout for stories - help people with stories
craft them into a form where they can be presented on the radio. It offers tools to improve the stories,
to craft the telling and to submit them. There's advice from senior writers, editors and producers from
NPR and elsewhere. There are lists of recommendations about technology and editing.
Applying for funding and submitting a story for production are not the same thing. For writers the
process of submitting stories to publishers or producers can be as rejection filled as for nonprofits
submitting funding proposals. Transom shows us that it's possible to make the interaction one of
working together to get great stories produced and make great public radio programming.

Foundations have made big strides toward being more inviting - (open grantmaking challenges reflect
the growing awareness that the best ideas may come from the unlikeliest places.) But there is plenty left
to do to get to the place where foundations and nonprofits are working together - from idea generation
through proposal, implementation and assessment - to actually solve problems.
Transom bills itself as a "Showcase and Workshop for New Public Radio." I think it’s time for a
"showcase and workshop for social solutions."
____________

www.LeapofReason.org

A Call to Action
By Mario Morino
Chairman, Venture Philanthropy Partners

I

magine the dramatic strides we could make
to solve our most important social challenges if we collectively took a quantum leap
forward in our willingness and ability to support
leaders [like these] in building and nurturing
highly effective, high-performance nonprofit
and public-sector institutions. Each of us has a
role to play. I want to be specific about how.

First, if you’re a funder, you need to
provide more than program funding and
more than the typical “capacity-building”
grant if you want your grantees to make
the leap to high performance. Leaders need
funders who are willing to make multi-year
investments in helping them rethink their
models and strengthen their management
muscle and rigor. That approach is at the core
of what Venture Philanthropy Partners does.

Funders absolutely have to break this misplaced
fixation on an arbitrary overhead figure of 10 to
15 percent! My friends, not all overhead is
created equal. I have such a hard time seeing
matters of effectiveness, improved quality,
lower cost, and doing good for more
people as “overhead.” If you do nothing else,
please just ask the leaders you fund what it
actually costs to get the job done!

Second, business leaders, funders, and
board members have a huge role to play in
providing strategic advice and counsel.
Darell Hammond, who is the founder of
Kaboom!, a great nonprofit that has helped
build more than two thousand playgrounds in
some of America’s toughest neighborhoods, is
as blunt as can be. He will tell anyone that the
Omidyar Network, the philanthropic entity
started by eBay’s founder, was “miserable to
work with.” But in the past year or two,
Omidyar, in Darell’s words, has gone “from

worst to first.” They’re now a true partner,
helping to generate ideas and helping to make
those ideas successful. “When we need help,
they get us the best expertise in the country,”
Darell says. There are so many smart,
connected people here who could help
nonprofit leaders get the advice they need to
navigate in these turbulent times. That
assumes, of course, that leaders are courageous
enough to request this kind of advice.

Third, business leaders, board members,
and funders can help nonprofit leaders find
and develop the talent they need. At
Venture Philanthropy Partners, our CEO, Carol
Thompson Cole, and our COO, Eleanor Rutland,
play a huge role in the sourcing of board and
management talent for our grantees. They have
found more than one hundred executives who
joined boards or took senior roles with these
nonprofits. Many of you are well positioned to
play a similar role.

But we can’t simply recruit our way to the right
leadership. GE, for example, has invested
heavily in leadership development; that’s why
so many of its leaders are now running other
Fortune 500 companies. That relentless focus
on leadership development needs to be
adapted and inculcated into the nonprofit and
public sectors.
One way business leaders can support this focus
is to provide fellowships for rising leaders to
spend time in other organizations known for
their high performance. Consider this story
from a close colleague:
I was a schoolmaster … I realized that
while I was a pretty good teacher … I
was an ignoramus when it came to
organizing and running an

organization…. Fortunately, I had a
trustee who … called her brother, who
was the CEO of the Cummins Engine
Company in Indiana. She said, “Irwin,
we have got to help this young man. His
instincts are good, he wants to do right,
but he does not know anything about
running a school.”
Flying to Indiana for intensive management
training was the tipping point in my colleague’s
career. He went on to become the president of
one of the largest and most respected
foundations in the world.

Fourth, all of us must speak out for morerational funding. This will mean taking on the

very challenging task of pushing for public
policies that pay for good outcomes rather than
just paying for activities. We have to make a
compelling case to public and private funders
alike that we need to concentrate our precious
dollars on the organizations that have
reasonable evidence that they are making a real
difference for those they serve. We don’t have
a single dollar to waste on organizations that
don’t actually do what they say they do in their
glossy brochures.

Pat Lawler from Youth Villages tells the story of
a funder in Tennessee going with him to meet
with a state commissioner. The funder, a
prominent citizen and political donor, literally
screamed at the commissioner when he didn’t
seem receptive to hearing about Youth Villages’
results for kids.
I don’t advise screaming at public officials. But I
do believe that those who have a big voice have
a big opportunity to speak up on behalf of
allocating funding based on merit and reason—
not on blind loyalty or faith.

Finally, nonprofit leaders (and their publicsector counterparts) have to summon the
courage to seek high performance. Banish
the many good excuses. Make it a matter of
pride to take this leap. Forget your damned
funders. Do it for yourself. It doesn’t cost
money to be good at what you do. Be unrelenting in your drive to understand whether your
organization is making a material difference—
through performance metrics, not just feelgood stories. And for board members, ask the
hard questions that move the organization out
of its comfort zone, and then be there to help
them get better

__________________________________________________________________________________
Mario Morino is co-founder and chairman of Venture Philanthropy Partners
(http://www.vppartners.org/) and chairman of the Morino Institute.
Excerpted from the speech, RELENTLESS: Investing in Leaders Who Stop at
Nothing in Pursuit of Greater Social Impact – Delivered by Mario Morino to
the City Club of Cleveland, April 27, 2012.
This speech builds on the themes of Morino’s book, Leap of Reason, a
Venture Philanthropy Partners publication. To learn more or download free
copies of the book, visit www.LeapofReason.org.

It's Time To Be Fearless

In 2012 and beyond, inspired by the challenges we face and the opportunities we are afforded,
we’re officially declaring our intention to Be Fearless in all that we do … in our approach to
philanthropy, social change, and social good — and we hope you’ll join us in this journey.
Those of us charged with finding or funding solutions to social challenges — philanthropists,
government, nonprofits — seem to be moving too slowly and often operating with the same set of tools,
concepts, and caution of the generations before us. If we're going to keep up with the rapid pace of
change and the daunting complexities of these challenges, we must rethink traditional models. It's time
for us to be bold, act with urgency, and embrace risks with potential to produce exponential social
returns. It's time for us to Be Fearless! So what does that mean? Check out our new Be Fearless website
and find out (http://befearless.casefoundation.org/.

The Five Values of Fearless Changemakers

Read “To Be Fearless” for an in-depth look at what it takes to create a fearless approach to
social change, including inspiring stories, case studies and discussion guides. But, in the
meantime, here’s a quick look at the five values we found to be at the heart of some of the
most successful fearless change efforts of our time.

Make Big Bets and Make History. Set audacious, not incremental, goals.
Experiment Early and Often. Don’t be afraid to go first.
Make Failure Matter. Failure teaches. Learn from it.
Reach Beyond Your Bubble. It’s comfortable to go it alone. But innovation
happens at intersections.
Let Urgency Conquer Fear. Don't overthink and overanalyze. Do.
______________
READ the report, “To Be Fearless”
http://befearless.casefoundation.org/fearless-principles.pdf

For Ambitious Nonprofits, Capital to Grow
By DAVID BORNSTEIN | June 27, 2012

Imagine that you're an entrepreneur running a

good jobs, getting homeless people into

chain of coffee bars and you want to raise capital

supportive housing. If they were businesses, they

to open up in new locations. You meet a

would attract investment. As nonprofits,

potential investor, and he says, "I'd love to

however, they are like Ferraris on a dirt track.

finance your business, but only the chai latte

What if we could figure out how to help high-

operation, not the coffee, and only to support

performing organizations get on the highway?

drinks you sell in Cleveland next year."

Could success become more the rule and less the

It might sound absurd, but this is the kind of

exception?

thing that people running nonprofit

One organization that is exploring this question

organizations hear all the time. Whether they are

is the Nonprofit Finance Fund (N.F.F.) Capital

providing housing or preschool or vocational

Partners division, which has developed a

training services, social organizations typically

creative model for helping successful nonprofits

find their funding restricted to specific

raise what it calls "philanthropic equity" - grants

programs, locations and time frames. That

that mimic the institution-building function of

doesn't make it easy to grow.

for-profit equity. N.F.F. Capital Partners reports

That's why even the best social organizations
grow slowly compared with companies. As a
result, very few nonprofits ever go national - and
those that do take the better part of a century to
get there.
While things are improving for nonprofits in this
regard, the situation is nowhere near as efficient
as it is in the business sector, where successful
companies like FedEx, Home Depot or Google
can raise the money they need to build national
or global operations in a decade or two.

that, since 2006, it has advised 18 organizations
that have raised $326 million in donations to
finance growth, and in turn, those organizations
have markedly increased their impact.
N.F.F. Capital Partners was established in 2006
by George Overholser, a former venture
capitalist and strategy consultant who saw an
unmet financial need in the social sector. The
year before, Overholser had helped College
Summit, a highly regarded program that helps
disadvantaged youth enroll in college, prepare
for a growth leap. The organization's founder,

What if great social organizations could grow the

J.B. Schramm, wanted to try to raise college

way companies do? Could we solve our social

enrollment rates across whole schools and

problems more effectively if we improved the

districts in low-income communities rather than

way we finance them? There are actually many

student by student. Overholser saw that the

modest-sized organizations that get impressive

organization couldn't do it by cobbling together

results, doing things like boosting academic

a bunch of short-term grants. Businesses don't

achievement, preparing unemployed clients for

raise capital that way. If College Summit were a

business, it would formulate a growth plan, go

N.F.F. Capital Partners "But if you buy from

out and raise equity, and execute the plan. They

Starbucks, you care about getting the best cup of

decided to try it out.

coffee for the lowest price. The way you think

Nonprofits can't raise real equity because they

about success is completely different."

don't have owners. The question was: Could

Many large foundations approach their work as

College Summit convince funders to provide

builders, of course. But most are buyers. And the

large multiyear grants as if they were investing

biggest funder of all - government - is decidedly

in a for-profit - and would it change things?

a buyer. What would happen if everyone in the

"There is a fundamental difference between

nonprofit sector paid more attention to the

equity and revenue," explains Overholser, who

differences between build and buy money like

recently co-founded a new firm called Third

everyone does in business? Would it help more

Sector Capital Partners. "The role of equity is to

organizations grow to their potential?

pay the bills while
something learns to fend for
itself." Equity pays for
mistakes and unanticipated
problems - hiring the wrong
people, expanding to the
wrong locations - as
managers figure out how to
operate at an enhanced scale
on a continuing basis.
Equity isn't money you live
on; it's episodic. Corporate
chiefs may embark on fundraising rounds for a few
months every number of

What would happen if
everyone in the
nonprofit sector paid
more attention to the
differences between
build and buy money
like everyone does in
business? Would it
help more organizations grow to their
potential?

College Summit developed a
four-year growth plan that
required $15 million in
equity (its budget was $9
million at the time). The
organization's board chair,
Charles Harris, a recently
retired executive from
Goldman Sachs who is now
director of capital
aggregation at the Edna
McConnell Clark
Foundation (which has a
major growth financing
initiative of its own),

years. This stands in

suggested that they raise the

contrast to nonprofit

money the way a company

C.E.O.'s, who are continually on a fund-raising

would seek a "private placement" of capital. "We

treadmill. Philanthropic equity is aimed at

held a series of roadshow meetings with finance

building an enterprise. By contrast, grants or

executives to share the opportunity and seek

fees usually buy services for needy beneficiaries

their support," recalled Harris. "This was not

- housing, tutoring, foster care, health services

about designing a program on the basis of

and so forth.

funder wishes." They raised the money in nine

Simply put, builders and buyers think

months.

differently. "If you invest in Starbucks, what you

What amazed Schramm was that it was possible

care about is Starbucks being healthy over time

to raise money against a plan and that all the

and lots of people buying the coffee and, in fact,

investors signed on to the same goals and

you want the coffee to be high priced," explains

reporting requirements - a social entrepreneur's

Craig Reigel, current managing director of

dream. Over the course of the four years, College

Summit built expertise, trained staff around the

Another web-based organization that made a

country, identified new partners, developed new

leap after raising a round of growth funding is

measurement tools and grew from serving 3,600

DonorsChoose.org, which brokers connections

students to 17,000 per year. It now has a more

between citizen philanthropists and classroom

efficient model and serves about 50,000

teachers. In 2006, DonorsChoose.org was

students in 175 schools. The challenge, as

generating $2.6 million worth of funding for

always, is maintaining itself at this level or,

teachers' projects. In 2007, it raised $14 million

perhaps, scaling up again.

in equity-like funding from the Omidyar

After 2006, Overholser and his partner Reigel
developed a standard approach to help others.
"We showed them how to set up a process to
track and report how things are going, an
accounting system to keep the equity and
revenues separate, and tools so that everybody donors, management, the board - can be on the
same page and see how it all works," explained
Reigel.
One of their clients, VolunteerMatch, which
helps Americans find volunteer opportunities
online, raised $4.2 million in equity to upgrade
its Web platform and fee-based services. Since
2007, the organization has doubled its impact,
facilitating more than 620,000 volunteer

Network and several other investors and used
the money to improve its technology platform,
expand nationally and strengthen its revenue
generation. By 2011, the organization was
covering its $6 million operating costs with user
fees and generating close to $26 million worth of
funding for classroom projects, a ten-fold
increase in five years.
Whether an organization grows depends on
factors beyond capital - including opportunity,
need and, above all, entrepreneurial leadership.
Most nonprofits, like most businesses, will never
grow large. But the ones that have the potential
to achieve major impact shouldn't be stunted by
a fragmented grant-making system.

connections in 2011. "If we had tried to go a

That said, there are risks to seeking equity-like

traditional philanthropic route, it wouldn't have

financing. At College Summit, Schramm and his

happened," explained Greg Baldwin, the

colleagues found themselves under pressure to

organization's president. "You can't build an

quickly assemble the right team to mobilize local

operation and scale it if you're trying to package

and national philanthropy and bring in fees from

15 different programmatic grants that all have

schools to maintain a higher level of operations.

different goals based on the priorities of 15

"The danger with growth capital is that the

different foundations." The growth plan got

organization grows dependent on it," says

everyone aligned.

Schramm. "If the operation isn't covering its

Year Up, an organization I've written about in
Fixes that provides vocational training to
disadvantaged youth, also worked with N.F.F.

ongoing costs, you can build up a huge deficit
that's invisible until the money runs out. Then
you fall over a revenue cliff."

Capital Partners to develop a "prospectus" that

Philanthropic equity will likely become more

enabled it to raise $20 million in growth capital

important in coming years. As Tina Rosenberg

and triple its reach within four years. Year Up

reported in Fixes last week, with tools like social

supports itself mainly through a combination of

impact bonds, social investors and governments

philanthropy and fees from companies.

are focusing more on measurable outcomes.
Social organizations are going to have to

respond. "Social impact bonds will create

overhauling their systems to run more

another form of 'buy' money," notes Antony

efficiently. These institutional changes also

Bugg-Levine, chief executive of the Nonprofit

require equity-like financing. In fact, Bugg-

Finance Fund. "But many nonprofits are not

Levine calls philanthropic equity "change

prepared to succeed in a world that's based on

capital" rather than "growth capital." Change is

governments paying for outcomes. They'll have

afoot.

to transform themselves - and that will require
more 'build' money so they can invest in better
systems."

"Nonprofits aren't just useful, they're valuable,"
notes Craig Reigel. "That means one can and
should invest in them - and that's different than

The changes are already underway. As

buying things from them."

governments cut back on the fees they're paying
nonprofits, many groups are faced with
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SIX
Recommendations for Productive
Innovation in Social Sector
Organizations
1/ Treat innovation primarily as
a process, not as an outcome.
2/ Treat innovation as an independent
variable, and reflect on
multiple positive and negative
outcomes during the
innovation process.
3/ Recognize that innovation processes
integrate different organizational
and external factors.
4/ Understand the prevailing
cognitive, normative, and
political dimensions within
organizations to determine
how they might enable or
stifle innovation.
5/ Capture insights from successful
and unsuccessful innovations in
organizations over time.
6/ Reflect on the differences in
innovation processes, influencing
factors, and outcomes
across different cultures and
geographies rather than on
general innovation factors.
From: Innovation is Not the Holy Grail
By Christian Seelos & Johanna Mair
Stanford Social Innovation Review • Fall 2012
www.ssireview.org/pdf/innovation_is_not_the_holy_grail
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Your Part-Time Controller, LLC (YPTC) provides affordable outsourced
bookkeeping, accounting, controller and CFO services to profit and
nonprofit organizations. The main focus of the work that we do is with
nonprofits; these organizations have complex needs but fewer
resources. They utilize the expertise that we provide and by helping
them, we know that our work is valuable to them and rewarding to us.
By “Building stronger nonprofits one accounting department at a time,”
the YPTC mission helps our clients “sleep better at night” so they can
build a better world tomorrow.
Contact: Eric Fraint, President and Founder, 215-670-2031, ericf@yptc.com
Jennifer M. Alleva, Partner, 215-670-2012, jennifera@yptc.com

Your Part-Time Controller, LLC
1500 Walnut Street, Suite 1200, Philadelphia, PA 19102

www.yptc.com

9 Ways Outsourcing Can Help You Build a Better Foundation
By Page Snow, Chief Philanthropic Officer, Foundation Source

Today’s philanthropists want to do more than merely write checks to favored national and local nonprofits. They
want to leverage their business acumen, life experience, and contacts on behalf of the causes they care about. In
order to achieve their goals, these 21st century donors need the right combination of technology, tools, and talent,
but they are loath to create unnecessary infrastructure or waste time getting their advisors up the learning curve.
Accustomed to top-tier support in their business and personal lives, they see no reason why their philanthropy should
be any different.
To avoid getting bogged down in paperwork, tax code, and other distractions, these families are outsourcing
foundation management needs to professional firms such as Foundation Source. And you can, too.
Based on our work with over 1,100 private foundations, here are the top 9 benefits you can expect by relying on
Foundation Source for your back-office administration, technology, and support services:
1. You can focus on your philanthropy, not paperwork.
Turning back-office operations over to Foundation Source
allows founders and families to spend their time on
mission, strategy, and family priorities, instead of
administration and compliance. The result: better-run
foundations with greater social impact. This is the top
benefit cited by our clients, and the bedrock of our 98%
client satisfaction rating.
2. You (and your attorney) will sleep better at night
knowing that foundation experts are keeping watch.
You get the best talent in the country watching over your
foundation. Our outstanding tax and legal staff are the
experts that other professionals call when they have a
question about private foundations. They toil tirelessly
behind the curtain, minding the day-to-day transactions,
and are just a phone call away to answer any questions
you may have.
3. You can unleash the full power of your foundation
with advanced giving techniques.
Creative philanthropy requires an extensive set of
resources. Foundation Source can help you take
advantage of these capabilities without running afoul of
the regulations. By understanding what you are trying to
accomplish with your philanthropy, our philanthropic
advisors can introduce you to myriad ideas you would
likely never learn about on your own, or might dismiss
outright, if flying solo.
4. You can keep off the IRS radar with properly
prepared 990-PF tax returns.
When we take over the administration of an existing
foundation, the first thing we do is review its past 990-PF
returns. It’s unfortunate how often we find returns with
issues, ranging from minor to significant. Foundation
Source completes over a thousand 990-PFs each year, as
well as quarterly excise tax filings, state filings, and
every other state and federal filing required for private
foundations.
5. You can significantly reduce your foundation’s tax
bill with effective tax planning.
By planning carefully and managing the foundation’s
funding and giving activities, you can reduce the excise

tax rate to 1% in select years, without significantly
affecting the organizations you support. But to do so
requires in-depth knowledge of the foundation, its
operations, and IRS regulations, all of which you get from
Foundation Source.
6. You can manage your foundation anytime,
anywhere.
We’ve spent over $10 million dollars building a
technology platform just for private foundations. We give
you a password-protected, web-based dashboard that
makes grantmaking quick and easy, while providing full
transparency into foundation operations. Powerful
security features let you custom-tailor access and
granting rights for each foundation member while
controlling what he/she can see and do online.
7. You get day-to-day foundation support on call, not
on staff.
We become your virtual staff. Working with private
foundations is our only business, and we’ve assembled a
team of private foundation specialists you can’t find
anywhere else. And because we know your foundation
inside out, we’re able to help you understand the road
ahead and anticipate change, rather than react to it.
8. You get access to the nation’s best philanthropic
experts, already vetted and ready to go.
We’ve hired veterans in the philanthropic field who have
experience in large foundations, small foundations, and
nonprofits. This gives you everyday access to top-tier
philanthropic advice when and as you need it. Our onstaff advisors are there to help you develop a strategy,
engage the family, and address the major challenges and
turning points of your foundation.
9. You get everything you need in one place for onestop shopping.
With Foundation Source, you get an entire team of
foundation experts under one roof, all coordinated by
client advisors who know you and your foundation. You
get access to all the sophistication, resources, and
experience of a billion-dollar national foundation, for a
fraction of the cost.

Call us today at 800-839-0054 to find out how we can help you.
Foundation Source | 55 Walls Drive | Fairfield CT, 06824 | www.foundationsource.com

230 South Broad Street, Suite 402, Philadelphia, PA 19102
P: 215-790-9700  www.dvg.org

